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SUMMARY:

... To fill that gap, the present case study includes a detailed description of the crime master narrative at work in the media reporting of a particular capital case—Carl Burling’s killing of Officer Carter—and compares it to an in-depth alternative narrative or “counter story” that addresses the numerous details that were for the most part left out of the news stories and, perforce, largely kept from public awareness. ... Its realities are hidden by geography (the great distances that often must be traveled to visit prisons), architecture (the walls and other enclosures that keep people from seeing what goes on inside), and prison culture (the premium that is placed on silence and secrecy among both the prisoners and the guards), as well as the tendency for the larger society to ignore the psychological effects of imprisonment and the reluctance of prisoners themselves to discuss these things once released. ... Either because a higher number of capital cases are arising from crimes that have occurred in prison settings, or because the myriad ways that juvenile and adult institutions can and often do significantly impact the lives of capital clients are more widely understood, these counter-narratives now increasingly include a close and careful examination of the nature of prison life. ... Instead, while acknowledging that most forms of violence are inexcusable, the development and presentation of this unique kind of counter-narrative proceeds on the legal assumption that basic fairness requires the amount of punishment meted out in a capital case to turn on a careful consideration of various psychological factors and forces that help to explain the defendant and his actions. ... After years of substituting on different shifts and working in different parts of the prison, Don Carter, a veteran corrections officer at Riverside, was finally placed in charge of his own housing unit-E-Block, where Carl Burling and Johnny Service lived. ... Indeed, many Black prisoners identified Officer Carter as part of the racist group of officers who were notorious at Riverside Prison. ... An inmate who witnessed the early exchanges between Officer Carter, Carl Burling, and Johnny Service that morning said that Burling “tried to comply with the order to move but Officer Carter kept harassing them by constantly walking by their cell area and yelling at them to hurry it up.” ... In a courtroom ringed with a security detail of uniformed, often glowering correctional officers who were assigned from the very prison where the tragic crime had occurred—and at which the critical testimony about racist guard behavior was directed—numerous witnesses testified in detail about the facts and circumstances of Carl’s life as well as the events that led up to and appeared to immediately precipitate Officer Carter’s tragic death.
I. Introduction

A television anchorwoman began the evening newscast with the report of a late-breaking, shocking story: "A Middle State corrections officer is stabbed to death with a homemade knife. It is the first prison guard killed in the line of duty in Middle State in 25 years. Good evening. It happened this morning at the Riverside Prison in Farmland County in one of the main housing units, following an argument." She went on to describe the corrections department's rapid response to the attack: "The stabbing sparked a series of actions throughout the state's corrections community. Officials immediately ordered a lockdown of all prisons; they remain locked down at this hour." And she acknowledged a potential political issue that the tragedy brought to the fore: "The guard's death has sparked anger from the officers' union. Today's second shift was ordered to stay home until all corrections officers are supplied with body armor. Late today the Governor ordered the immediate purchase of such protective gear. Then the union told officers to report to work." n1

The anchorwoman turned to the station's on-site reporter. With the prison grounds serving as a backdrop, he began his report by posing the key question: "What caused this attack? Prison officials here are looking for answers." Then he cut to the state's assistant corrections commissioner for clarification. The commissioner minced few words in describing the lethal encounter. Looking directly into the camera he told viewers: "It was an unprovoked, malicious, savage, deadly attack on one of our officers. There was no rhyme or reason [to it]."

The on-site reporter described what happened after the attack itself: "Immediately after the incident, every inmate was ordered locked in their cells. Authorities then began a meticulous cell-to-cell search for the weapon. A Special Operations Group was then brought in to maintain control. Officers in [a full riot gear immediately surrounded this and every one of the thirteen major prisons in the state]."

Switching back to the station, the anchorwoman reassured viewers that prison officials were acting with the utmost professionalism and already had reestablished control: "All of the state's prisons are locked down tonight. The corrections commissioner ordered all prisoners to remain in their cells as a precautionary measure. The statewide order was issued out of what was termed "extreme caution." She told viewers that a "lockdown" meant that all inmates would be kept in their cells or housing units "until further notice." She went on to explain the other elaborate steps that were being taken: "At a roadblock leading into Northern Prison in Industry City today guards were checking vehicles with weapons ready. At prisons across the state, classes, visitation, and non-emergency medical trips are suspended and prisoners are being fed in their cells."

She then noted that the station's news crew had "caught up with one guard reporting to work today in the state capital." The camera cut to a guard who was about to enter one of the state's maximum security prisons. With a somber expression, he told viewers that: "The danger is always there but we have a job to do. We are professionals and we are trained and qualified to carry out that job."

The news anchor was joined on the air by the state's corrections commissioner, whom she immediately asked: "How is the investigation into the stabbing proceeding at this point in time?" He answered first that "[t]he governor has ordered protective vests for all the guards, as you mentioned earlier." And then he said:

Right now I have some things I can tell you in addition to what was said by your reporter on site. We do have a suspect that has not been charged yet but is a prime suspect in this case. His name is Carl Burling, and he is from Walkland City, and he is doing a ten-year minimum and twenty-year max for aggravated assault. And as of right now he is the prime suspect in this case.

The next day the media reported that Burling—who was indeed the prime and only suspect—was being held in isolation. Reporters speculated that, given the nature of the crime, it was likely that the state would seek the death penalty. The media also provided a summary of Burling's long criminal record, noting that it included a conviction for aggravated assault for which he was currently serving a lengthy prison sentence. In the photograph that would be included in many of the television and newspaper stories, Burling appeared to be a powerfully built, fearsome-looking African American man; his facial expression was blank and vaguely scowling. The accompanying photograph of the slain officer, Don Carter, on the other hand, showed the smiling face of a handsome, clean cut, middle-aged White man who looked exactly like the person the news stories described: a friendly, well-liked co-worker and devoted family man. Virtually all of the news accounts mentioned the sad fact that Officer Carter had left a wife and two children behind to mourn his loss, a tacit reminder that the victim's family would suffer unspeakably in the wake of his tragic death. In one of the newspaper articles the slain officer's son was quoted as asking, in words [that were painful to read]: "I
have a question for the killer. Why did you kill my dad? What was going through your mind when you killed my father?"

As the public account of this terrible killing continued to unfold, the media provided a stream of consistent, unqualified, and unchallenged details. The basic outline and elements of the story conformed almost perfectly to an often-repeated tale about the nature of violent crime in our society: a truly bad man had inexplicably taken the life of a truly good and innocent one. Except for the individual-level depravity that, by implication, seemed to be the cause of it, this horrible, violent crime-like most others-was depicted, in the precise words of the Middle State corrections official, as "unprovoked, malicious, savage," as if it had "no rhyme or reason."

Although details vary from crime to crime and case to case, the core elements of this scenario form what I will call in this article a dominant or "master" narrative about the nature of violent crime in our society. Master narratives are official frameworks for understanding human events. Contemporary historians have described master narratives as cultural frameworks that are institutionalized and legitimizing. They are widely shared and unquestioningly accepted in part because they come from authoritative, institutional sources that confer legitimacy (and, therefore, apparent truth). Author Tony Morrison observed that these kinds of narratives or "official stories" assist in the "manufacture of a public truth" by "control[ling] the presumptions and postulates of the discussion" in ways that "reinforce the narrative and truncate alternative opinion." n2

Although the conferred legitimacy with which master narratives are cloaked creates widely accepted public truths that are often resistant to change and crowd out other points of view, official frameworks can be successfully challenged. Social scientific and other forms of knowledge that are based on more systematic empirical data, logic, or theory may form competing perspectives-alternative "counter- narratives" that employ very different frameworks for interpreting or understanding the same phenomena or set of events. An especially persuasive and credible counter-narrative that appears to better account for the facts at hand may be used to debunk, neutralize, or even supplant the master narrative with which it is competing. n3

For example, feminist scholars effectively critiqued the master narratives that were once routinely applied to women's lives and used to describe them in confining, distorting, and oppressive ways. n4 The feminist counter-narrative demonstrated the many ways that these previously unquestioned sexist master narratives were deeply flawed, especially because they omitted complex facts and nuanced interpretations that would contradict or pose challenges to the prevailing male-dominated power structure. n5 Absent such a systematic and sustained critique, however, master narratives stand as the presumptive, default point of view; they are only (if ever) dislodged by a persuasive alternative framework that offers compelling reasons to reject the institutionally legitimated one.

In the case of the crime master narrative that now dominates American society, criminal behavior is understood as an individual-level phenomenon that lacks an explanatory social context. Thus, as depicted in media accounts, political discourse, and public discussion, individual lawbreakers are seen as the primary or exclusive causal locus of criminal behavior; they alone are responsible for their actions and, collectively, for the overall magnitude of the "crime problem." The crime master narrative portrays their lawbreaking as the product of their entirely free choices, ones exercised by persons unencumbered by background and circumstance. These choices are commonly regarded as having been willfully and selfishly made, despite the perpetrators' full knowledge of their hurtful consequences. As a result, criminal behavior is seen as a reflection of the inherent "badness" of those who engage in it.

There is a great deal of synergy between the crime master narrative and traditional legal doctrines of responsibility that are applied in typical criminal trials. As two legal commentators have put it: "The individualism of the badness model parallels the criminal law's individualistic approach to punishment." n6 Because lawbreakers are regarded as fully responsible for their bad behavior, the master narrative defines "justice" in individual cases as nothing more or less than punishing wrongdoers for what they have done. This narrowly individualistic view also has important implications for crime control policy in general. n7 It implies that criminal behavior can only be controlled in the aggregate by making individual perpetrators pay dearly for the bad choices that they have made.

This means that when the overall amount of crime in society is perceived as unacceptably high, there is no alternative but to intensify criminal sanctions to make punishments "tougher." Because of the common perception that crime rates are always on the rise-or are about to be-crime control policies tend to become harsher and more punitive over time. n8 In this way the crime master narrative provides an overarching rationale for capital punishment, in general and for its use in individual cases. That is, because the very worst crimes are presumed to have been committed
by the very worst people, they should result in the very worst punishment-the death penalty. Alternative approaches to crime control that target criminogenic situations and circumstances-for example, child abuse prevention programs or widespread socioeconomic reforms-are inconsistent with the crime master narrative and, as a result, are largely excluded from public and political discussions and debate over crime policy.

In this article I argue that the crime master narrative overlooks and, increasingly, is at odds with what behavioral scientists now understand about the social historical and immediate contextual causes of criminal behavior. Communication analysts have criticized the news media for such heavy reliance on these narrow and sometimes biased sources, and for their tendency to represent this one version as the whole story, as if it were objectively and neutrally told. But the practice is still widespread. Crime news reporting continues to overrepresent the official-that is, law enforcement-version of events. Moreover, because citizens have little or no access to alternative points of view that are more balanced and complete, they are hard-pressed to develop an independent critique or challenge the status quo interpretation of criminality. The crime master narrative has become a public truth that is continually reinforced, frequently internalized, and commonly carried into voting booths and jury deliberation rooms by citizens who lack more valid and comprehensive perspectives.

In addition, by essentializing and exaggerating contrasting qualities of the protagonists in crime stories, the media also simplify the stories themselves, framing them as good pitted against evil. Victims are described in endearing terms that connect them emotionally to the public. Perpetrators, on the other hand, are depicted in ways that emphasize their deviance and, in turn, distance them from the audience. The characterization of victims understandably elicits identification and empathy, whereas the characterization of perpetrators typically produces only alienation and anger. As Maria Grabe concluded about the crime news stories she content analyzed, "[b]y virtually ignoring possible structural cause for crime (such as poverty or racism) criminals are portrayed as society's irrational enemies who deserve little sympathy because they presumably act as a result of their own will." 

Thus, rather than connecting crime to larger structural forces that may have helped cause it or to the immediate circumstances in which it has occurred and indirectly teaching important lessons about the potential influence of criminogenic factors such as poverty, inequality, racism, and (in institutional settings) inhumane treatment and debilitating conditions of confinement-the master narrative depicts criminal behavior in what amounts to a social vacuum. Readers and viewers are rarely given the kind of descriptive background information that would allow them to situate criminal defendants in a broader social historical context; instead, perpetrators are described primarily in terms of their criminal records-measured, as the saying goes, by the worst things they have ever done in their lives.

Susan Greene and I identified a number of these biases when we content analyzed several hundred newspaper articles published about a representative sample of capital cases. We concluded that there was a heavy law enforcement and prosecutorial slant to the reporting, and that the stories focused repeatedly on particularistic details of the crimes themselves, to the exclusion of much else. Not surprisingly, perhaps, the most bizarre, heinous, or salacious details of the cases were the ones that received the most attention. We also found that "very little information was reported from which readers could develop a structural or contextual interpretation of the crime or any insight into the social historical roots of the defendant's criminality." Although we speculated that more balanced and complete news accounts of the causes of capital crime-ones that included more accurate information about the influence of traumatic social histories and powerful social conditions-might lead to more informed public debate over the role of capital punishment in our system of justice, this perspective was rarely if ever presented in the stories we analyzed.

However, what Greene and I did not determine or illustrate-because of the nature of the study itself-was exactly how the crime master narrative that dominated the news reporting of the sample of capital crimes that we analyzed deviated from the fuller and more factual accounts that could have appeared in the media. That is, we did not identify exactly what information might have been surfaced through an in-depth social historical and contextual account in any particular case, information that arguably might have made a real difference to citizens trying to understand serious vio-
lent crime in their communities, including persons who might someday serve as jurors on criminal cases where that understanding could be directly applied.

To fill that gap, the present case study includes a detailed description of the crime master narrative at work in the media reporting of a particular capital case—Carl Burling’s killing of Officer Carter—and compares it to an in-depth alternative narrative or “counter story” n18 that addresses the numerous details that were for the most part left out of the news stories and, perforce, largely kept from public awareness. Thus, it provides a rare opportunity to look not only at the nature and consequences of the crime master narrative in a particular case, and the political and legal uses to which it was put, but also to compare it to the counter-narrative that could and should have been-and eventually was-told instead. n19

[*918]

This contrast between the narrow frame of conventional crime reporting and the broader context of crime causation underscores the central role of counter-narratives in modern capital trial practice, as they are developed, analyzed, and presented as part of the case in mitigation in death penalty cases. It would be difficult to overstate the importance of these mitigating counter-narratives, the unique role they now play in informing capital jurors about the broader context in which a capital defendant’s life has unfolded, and the impact they have on the legal process by which his fate is decided. Absent such a mitigating counter-narrative, of course, most capital jurors will have only the master crime narrative to fall back on. Its familiar but often too simplistic assumptions about the nature of violent crime will lead many of them to judge the defendant, and even to condemn him to death, without ever coming to terms with who he is or why. Mitigating counter-narratives are designed to counterbalance and correct for this kind of truncated inquiry and decision making.

In a more specific and limited way, I also want to illustrate the critical importance of delving deeply into the hidden context of prison—a place that even intrepid legal investigators and criminal attorneys sometimes fear to tread—to develop effective capital penalty phase mitigation. Pawel Moczydłowski described what he called the “hidden life” that existed inside several prisons he studied in Poland, focusing on the complex but non-obvious social relations among the prisoners themselves as well as between the prisoners and staff. n20 Although he was interested primarily in how the economic organization of the institution shaped the prisoners’ relationships, prison life is “hidden” from most citizens in a variety of different ways. Its realities are hidden by geography (the great distances that often must be traveled to visit prisons), architecture (the walls and other enclosures that keep people from seeing what goes on inside), and prison culture (the premium that is placed on silence and secrecy among both the prisoners and the guards), as well as the tendency for the larger society to ignore the psychological effects of imprisonment and the reluctance of prisoners themselves to discuss these things once released. Yet, in order to properly educate capital jurors about the facts and circumstances that have helped to shape an imprisoned defendant’s life course these barriers must be overcome.

Although most capital crime does not occur in prison, mitigating counter-narratives requires attorneys, investigators, and experts to look carefully at all of the relevant contexts that have helped to shape the defendant’s life and influence his behavior, including (perhaps especially) ones that are extraordinarily difficult to penetrate. Either because a higher number of capital cases are arising from crimes that have occurred in prison settings, or because the myriad ways that juvenile and adult institutions can and often do significantly impact the lives of capital clients are more widely understood, these counter-narratives now increasingly include a close and careful examination of the nature of prison life. In addition, in a certain sense, nowhere is the crime master narrative more forcefully applied than in prison. All the more reason, perhaps, to interpose a more detailed, nuanced counter-narrative that provides a different perspective on events that are typically recounted only in an “official” story.

II. “No Rhyme or Reason”: Crime Without Context?

The public version of the events surrounding the killing of Officer Carter conformed in virtually all respects to the crime master narrative. Because it was presented without context, the crime spoke for itself—it could only be vicious and senseless. The abbreviated background information provided about the defendant implied elements of the narrative that were all too familiar and needed no elaboration: the crime had been committed by a violently predisposed, physically aggressive man who freely chose to impose his will on an otherwise law-abiding, upstanding citizen who was just doing his job. The repeated juxtaposition in the photographs of perpetrator and victim—a fearsome, scowling prisoner and a smiling, kindly correctional officer—appeared to visually pit pure evil against pure good.

This stark contrasting of good and evil continued throughout the media coverage that followed the killing. On the same day that the slain officer was buried, and eulogized as “a selfless, good-natured 'hero' who died doing a job he
loved," prosecutors at Carl Burling's arraignment vowed to "seek their justice" by announcing that they would ask for the death penalty to be imposed. This meant, of course, that just a few days into their investigation-before they could possibly have known much about Burling's background or character, or gained any in-depth understanding of the circumstances under which he had acted-the state's attorneys had already reached the conclusion that he was not fit to live. The defendant appeared in the media reports of his arraignment as the silent, dangerous figure that he now represented in the public mind's eye, one onto which viewers and readers were invited to project their deepest angers and fears: "Handcuffed, shackled, and surrounded by a half-dozen officers, Burling did not comment during the brief hearing" before the judge.

The fact that Officer Carter was a father and "family man" was continuously featured in the media accounts. News stories noted that family and friends described him "as a big man with a big heart," and one friend was quoted as saying "[h]e was a big pussycat." As for the defendant (who, we would later learn, was also a father), his rap sheet was used to represent his personhood, his life amounting to no more than the list of past crimes he had been convicted of committing. In fact, several newspaper articles were devoted exclusively to his criminal record, with headlines that informed readers that the "suspect's history [was] violent" and that he had a "record" that dated back more than a decade.

[*920]

In the days following the killing, the few remaining, sketchy details that trickled out into the press included speculation about the motive for the attack. In one such article the state's corrections commissioner was quoted as saying that Officer Carter had attempted to transfer Burling to another cell and separate him from his cellmate because the two of them had been disruptive and were "involved in arguments with other inmates and prison guards." However, more credible reports soon surfaced that Burling and his cellmate were "sexually involved," and that Burling was upset at the prospect of losing access to his "homosexual lover." No further explanation and no more contextualized account of this alleged motive was provided. Prison officials merely asserted that, if true, the homosexual relationship would be a clear violation of prison policy, and that corrections officers would have been required to separate the men.

Standing alone, the fact that this seemingly aggressive and powerful-looking convict had become violently angry over the threatened loss of his homosexual lover likely did more to deepen his deviance than to explain his conduct for members of the public, who were left to speculate on their own about what kind of sexual practices might be taking place behind the prison walls. Absent any nuanced discussion of the way in which the extreme deprivations of prison life skew the norms of sexuality, and lacking any meaningful analysis of the true nature of the prisoners' relationship or the role that it actually played in the events leading up to the officer's killing, this was just one more salacious detail that-for many people-would serve to further impugn the defendant's character and establish his essential (and essentially deviant) nature.

There was another aspect of the case that the media failed to meaningfully discuss or analyze at all. In fact, notwithstanding the extensive news coverage the case received, it was an obvious issue that the reporters seemed to studiously avoid. The photographs of perpetrator and victim made clear the fact that this was a cross-racial crime-a White corrections officer had been stabbed to death by a Black convict. Although this inescapable fact no doubt invited speculation, no media reports mentioned it explicitly (at least not until it was made a key issue in Burling's trial). Of course, unspoken racial dynamics-in prison and elsewhere-are often at the core of the crime master narrative. The racializing of images of criminality in the United States is integral to the public's fear of crime as well as to the successful political use of this fear in both advancing ideological agendas and setting crime control policies. n21 Keeping the racial dimensions of this high profile criminal case largely implicit allowed members of the public to formulate their own stereotypic speculation about what had transpired and why. And it spared media analysts the otherwise difficult task of delving too deeply into this potentially explosive issue.

The media's choice to ignore this issue was understandable but regrettable. Among other things, it deprived Middle State residents of an opportunity to be educated about an important social problem in their state prison system. In fact, [*921] many prisons in the United States are rife with racial conflict. Although racially motivated mistreatment is damaging and dangerous anywhere it occurs, the tensions and conflicts that it can generate inside prison are particularly explosive. Yet the extraordinarily racialized nature of prison life is often difficult for outsiders to fathom. It reaches these extreme levels in part because there are few if any other places in society where such intense interracial contact occurs under otherwise highly pressurized living conditions. Moreover, there are few if any places where race-based practices and policies are countenanced by so many persons who are in positions of authority. n22

In any event, a great deal of violence in prison is ignited by racial disputes and conflicts. n23 Surprisingly, perhaps, the problem is not restricted to one geographical area of the United States. In fact, the crime in this case took place in a
state known for its otherwise highly educated, comparatively well-off, urbane, and racially diverse citizenry. At the same time, however, the state also had been plagued by allegations of heavy-handed, widespread discrimination in its administration of justice. It was one of many locations where serious allegations were made concerning so-called "racial profiling"—the practice in which police target minority drivers for a disproportionate number of traffic stops which frequently lead to arrests and subsequent criminal prosecutions. n24

In fact, the Middle State prison system had been the scene of many racially-charged incidents in recent years. Just a few years before Officer Carter's killing, for example, a state agency's internal investigation found that correctional officers in another facility had actually singled out mentally-ill prisoners for physical and emotional abuse, provoked confrontations with prisoners in order to justify the use of force against them, frequently maced prisoners, and mistreated some so badly that they suffered permanent physical and psychological damage. Moreover, the investigators concluded that "racism was a contributing cause of the brutality" that was directed at the prisoners. In another set of incidents, Middle State prison officials had become "so alarmed about guards wearing Confederate flags on their uniforms that a regulation [*922] prohibiting the practice was instituted." Yet, the results of the investigations were never widely publicized. The press-ever eager to report on individual acts of prisoner violence such as Burling's—failed to delve deeply into any of these broader issues or to diligently inform Middle State residents about the systemic problems that continued to plague their prisons.

Indeed, at roughly the same time that the racially-motivated abuse of mentally ill prisoners was occurring at one facility, a group of African-American correctional officers at another Middle State prison filed a federal civil rights lawsuit claiming that they were "subjected to rampant racism and discrimination" on the job. Their complaint alleged that they had been subjected to racial slurs for the preceding decade and that, when they complained about the racist behavior, their superiors retaliated against them. As the lawsuit progressed, tape recordings of racial epithets being used by White officers were produced along with accounts that graffiti from a notorious racist organization and photos of its members dressed in the well-known "uniform" of the organization had been posted in prominent places at state prisons. The lawsuit would eventually result in a several million dollar settlement by the state sometime before Officer Carter's death. Several years later, however, the judge who had presided over the original class action lawsuit reprimanded the state's corrections department for failing to meet the terms of the agreement. He concluded that the department had failed to provide appropriate race-related training for prison personnel and still had not processed dozens of individual racial discrimination and sexual harassment claims that were pending. The judge characterized these failures as "symptomatic" of the department's lack of demonstrated commitment to truly resolving the issues, and one of the lead plaintiffs in the case described the department's lingering "animosity" and "defiance" toward the settlement itself.

Moreover, just two years before Officer Carter was killed, Riverside Prison itself had been forced to suspend a senior corrections officer for attempting to recruit other guards into the same notorious racist organization that had been cited earlier. A state corrections spokesman was quick to reassure the public that there was "no reason" to believe that this organization was active within Riverside Prison or any other in the state, and the issue of race relations in Middle State's prison system in general received little or no subsequent press coverage. Certainly, reporters and news commentators never highlighted potential connections between the racist atmosphere that led to the recruiting of guards into a hate-filled organization at the prison and the events that helped to precipitate Officer Carter's death or questioned whether or how the prison system's troubled history of race relations might have been implicated in some way.

Indeed, because the realities of prison life are so well hidden from public view, the true nature of the racial dynamics that permeate many correctional institutions is typically well masked. When it surfaces at all, it is often quickly re-interpreted in ways that are consistent with the crime master narrative (e.g., that minorities are concentrated in prison because they are more predisposed to crime and violence, that racial conflicts in prison are "natural" manifestations of pre-existing tensions, and that prison officials do their best to limit these conflicts but [*923] are often outmatched and overwhelmed by the depth of the prisoners' intergroup animosities and their shared commitment to violence).

Thus, the media's devotion to the crime master narrative helps to ensure that many of the most troublesome, problematic aspects of prison life remain hidden. The possibility that adverse prison conditions, strained interpersonal dynamics, and explicitly racialized official policies might combine to intensify or even cause violent conflict in prison is typically given little or no credence by the media. Similarly, they are unlikely to report about the role that individual correctional officers may play in instigating and promoting these kinds of tensions. As a result, the public has only the narrow, restrictive framework of the crime master narrative on which to rely in interpreting these events.

To be sure, the media's handling of the fatal encounter between Carl Burling and Officer Carter did nothing to balance this one-sided view. As is often the case, the incomplete media accounts of the crime that were disseminated en-
sured that the members of the public had no more than partial (and partially inaccurate) information from which to make inferences about what happened and why. Lacking a more accurate and complete analysis of the event, Middle State's citizens had only the crime master narrative to use as the basis for their preliminary judgments about who was responsible for what had transpired and what kind of punishment should be meted out in response.

III. MASTER NARRATIVES and the Politics of Punishment

The crime master narrative is more than an abstract conceptual framework. It has far-reaching action implications that can influence the way its adherents respond to crime. As I noted earlier, citizens who have been led to believe that criminal behavior emanates exclusively from the evil of individual criminals often turn to extreme levels of social and institutional control to keep the "dark side" of human nature in check and to press strenuously for harsh crime control measures. n25 Among other things, then, logic of the individualistic crime master narrative leads to "master crime control strategies" that involve "sending messages" to potential criminals. Whenever these messages fail to have their desired effect, there is a perceived need to "get tougher" and, in the case of [*924] prisons, "increase security"-that is, to intensify control and send clearer and more forceful messages to the bad people confined there.

Indeed, an important corollary to the crime master narrative depicts prisons as places where a dangerously high concentration of violent predators are housed, living in a kind of moral netherworld, and lacking allegiances to anyone or anything, save their own impulses and desires. n26 By this account, such places are held precariously in check by a thin blue line of correctional officers who, in turn, struggle valiantly against the collection of troublesome misfits they oversee, at times barely able to maintain a semblance of order. Since prison violence is assumed to be the product of the inherently dangerous nature of the prisoners, the only reasonable way to respond to it is by increasing control over and protection against this ever present menace. n27

In the Burling case, the response of the corrections department to the crime itself both incorporated and reinforced the crime master narrative. From the outset, the press dutifully reported the institutionally sanctioned version of events, and never questioned the prison system's use of "lockdowns," roadblocks, "body armor," or the need for "special operations groups" to "maintain order" in the face of what appeared from the outset to be a single, isolated attack. Indeed, despite the absence of any evidence whatsoever to suggest that Officer Carter's killing was part of a larger plan, this one prisoner's violent act directed against one guard immediately led Middle State prison officials to lock down the entire statewide prisoner population. Of course, mass lockdowns are not only among the most extreme measures of social and institutional control that prison authorities can take but also represent a severe form of collective punishment-a punitive message delivered to the entire group of prisoners designed not only to "contain" but to deter and punish them as well.

The master crime control strategy also provides an implicit rationale for the death penalty. Because heightened levels of punishment are seen as the best-perhaps the only-way of responding to crime, the most serious kind of crime requires the most extreme punishment. Accordingly, capital punishment is seen as the only way to protect society against its most dangerous members and the best way to "send a message" to potential killers who are presumably on the verge of making the wrong free choice.

Indeed, this is exactly how the prosecutor in Farmland County explained his reasons for seeking the death penalty against Carl Burling: "We've got to send a [*925] strong message to inmates. We've got to protect the ladies and gentlemen who are guarding the people we don't want on our streets." Beyond the rationale it provides for the death penalty, this same master crime control strategy operates at other levels as well. Thus, a few months after Officer Carter's killing, the governor presided over the opening of a new prison, located not far from Riverside Prison, by making a similar comment: "This prison will allow us to send the message loud and clear that crime does not pay in Middle State . . . . This prison says that we take very seriously our commitment to keep the people of Middle State safe."

In this way, the crime master narrative ignores those aspects of the broader context or situation that might have instigated or provoked acts of individual violence. Thus, the possibility that aggression or conflict in prison may be the result of too much control, overly harsh conditions, or severe deprivation is typically overlooked or ignored. So, too, is the notion that prison violence can occur in response to intense pressures or provocations created by official acts of mistreatment or abuse, or the lingering resentments that stem from them. The mass lockdown of prisoners and the use of other mechanisms to forcefully suppress them assume and imply that they alone are the source of the conflict. In fact, incidents such as Officer Carter's violent death typically-almost automatically-become the occasion to intensify and harden the existing disciplinary regime. The increased surveillance, punishment, and control that follow collectively deprive prisoners of even more rights and privileges, irrespective of their lack of direct involvement in the crime in question.
Accordingly, six months after Officer Carter's killing, officials at Riverside Prison cited his death as the reason for making a series of security changes at the institution, ones that were explicitly "aimed at making things safer for guards . . . [and] tougher for inmates." The new procedures were based on implicit assumptions about the dangerous predispositions of prisoners. For example they provided that wherever a large number of prisoners were gathered together, "such as the dining or recreation areas," then there would "no longer be any guards" situated among them. Instead, these areas were placed "under constant supervision," in addition to having "a team of guards suited up with helmets and clubs ready to respond if anything gets out of hand." A prison spokesman forthrightly acknowledged that "the arrangement may prove more dangerous for prisoners."

Because the crime master narrative and its companion crime control strategy have become such powerful cultural frames in American society, their appeal to politicians is nearly universal. "Get tough" policy recommendations are wildly popular with voters, and elected officials who publicly favor increased punishment after a tragic, violent crime has occurred can expect to receive positive media coverage and enhanced stature with their constituents. On the other hand, few politicians feel they can endorse (or even publicly consider) a counter-narrative view of crime-for example, by calling for meaningful analyses of the structural causes of violence or, in the case of a prison killing, openly exploring ways to improve the harsh conditions or address mistreatment by staff that may have contributed to it.

Recall that within hours after Officer Carter had been killed his death had been used by the correctional officers' union as a political lever to force the governor to fund protective vests for guards throughout the state. In fact, Middle State politicians were later involved in helping to enact a bill that provided federal funding to assist local communities to purchase body armor for their law enforcement personnel across the entire nation, and they cited the death of Officer Carter as an example of why it was needed. The specter of the tragedy also was raised in political debates where it seemed to have little relevance. For example, when residents of the larger area where Riverside Prison was located reacted months later to a set of modest cost-cutting measures that had been proposed in the state's correctional budget (including the privatization of some prison services and the possible elimination of some watchtowers at the local prisons), the press reported that many residents had become fearful that changes at the prisons would "jeopardize their safety." They also noted that security concerns in the community had been "heightened since the killing of corrections Officer Carter."

IV. Surfacing Hidden Social Contexts IN CAPITAL TRIALS

Ordinarily, the crime master narrative is the only one that the media report and that politicians feature in their discussions of "the crime problem" and its solutions. As a result, it is the only framework available to the public with which to understand crime in general or an individual criminal act in particular. Moreover, as I noted earlier, the legal system itself relies on the master narrative's individualistic assumptions-the notion that criminal acts represent little more than the free and autonomous choices of "bad" people who, once identified, must be harshly punished for their actions. For the most part, the criminal law deems social contextual explanations for illegality to be irrelevant; in fact, the determinants of a defendant's behavior play little or no role in the typical criminal trial. n28 We still colloquially say that a crime has been "solved" once a person has been found on whom it can blamed.

And so it likely would have gone in Carl Burling's case. Someone clearly had been found on whom the killing of Officer Carter could be blamed; indeed, the defendant confessed to having done it. The application of the crime master narrative appeared unproblematic: Carl Burling was a bad man who had done bad things in the past and, in this instance, had done an unspievably and inexplicably bad thing for which he would likely pay with his life. He had, as the case was framed from the outset, engaged in an "unprovoked, malicious, savage, deadly attack," and there was little more that needed to be known. Once assured that he acted alone," as a corrections spokesman had informed anxious members of the public very early in the investigation, there was nothing left to do but mete out his individual-level punishment. The media's passing interest in Burling's motives for having committed such a horrible act waned after the initial stages of the case; as the case wound its way through the legal system, speculation about what caused him to commit the crime never became a central focus of the sporadic news coverage that followed.

As the process by which Burling's fate would be decided was set in motion, he was safely locked in isolation, segregated away from the rest of the prison population, where he awaited his trial and final judgment at the hands of a Middle State jury. To most members of the public, the Burling case was simply another tragic example of an all too familiar story. As a result, from the media's perspective, the story warranted little or no further investigation, analysis, or explanation.
However, this case was different—not necessarily in terms of the level of public interest or media coverage it generated, but rather because of its legal status. Ironically, in large part because Middle State was seeking to impose the death penalty on Carl Burling, his attorneys had both a legal authorization and a professional mandate to go well beyond the crime master narrative in their case investigation and trial preparation. More specifically, the fact that this was a capital case meant Burling's court-appointed lawyers would be able to prepare an in-depth analysis of who their client was, including insights into how his background and social history had affected the course of his life. In addition, they would have the responsibility and hopefully the resources to carefully investigate and eventually determine whether and how the circumstances surrounding the killing of Officer Carter might help to explain it. His lawyers also knew they would be able to present testimony about all of these issues to Burling's jury, and to argue that its members should use this information as the basis for mitigating or lessening the punishment they decided he should receive. Indeed, capital cases are really the only ones in which the law explicitly provides that an alternative explanation or counter-narrative can and should be painstakingly assembled, carefully analyzed, and effectively presented to a sentencing jury. n29

The legal rationale for permitting capital attorneys to go beyond the crime master narrative—in this one kind of criminal case—is straightforward but crucially important. In death penalty cases, of course, jurors who have found a defendant guilty of a potentially capital crime must then decide his fate—by sentencing him to life or death. Capital defendants are afforded wide latitude in presenting "mitigation"—any information that a jury might use to reach a verdict of a sentence less than death. It is now widely understood that mitigation can (and typically should) include testimony about the background or "social history" of the defendant, his or her motivation and "character," as well as the circumstances under which the crime occurred. Because capital jurors must be permitted to engage in an "individualized assessment of the appropriateness of the death penalty" n30 that entails "a moral inquiry into the culpability of the defendant," n31 capital defense attorneys have not only the opportunity but also the responsibility to present what is, in essence, a mitigating counter-narrative that places the capital defendant—his life and his crime—in a broader social context. n32

It is now well understood that this mitigating counter-narrative is not offered to "excuse" the crime that the defendant has been convicted of committing. Instead, while acknowledging that most forms of violence are inexcusable, the development and presentation of this unique kind of counter-narrative proceeds on the legal assumption that basic fairness requires the amount of punishment meted out in a capital case to turn on a careful consideration of various psychological factors and forces that help to explain the defendant and his actions. In any reasoned "moral inquiry into the culpability of the defendant," explanations clearly matter. Thus, explanatory evidence about how a person who has had certain life experiences, received particular kinds of treatment, and experienced certain kinds of events in the past and present has been shaped and influenced by them provides jurors with essential information as they make profound moral judgments about blameworthiness and punishment. n33

This mitigating counter-narrative is also guided by several basic psychological assumptions, all of which are well grounded in contemporary empirical research and theory. The first is that no meaningful account of criminal behavior can begin without some social historical understanding of the life of the perpetrator. It assumes further that because people's actions are influenced in large part by their past experiences, counter-normative behaviors (like crime) are typically rooted—at least in part—in counter-normative social historical experiences. n34

In addition, mitigating counter-narratives consider the possibility that the immediate social context in which a crime occurs may help to explain it. Unlike the crime master narrative, then, this broader view acknowledges that certain aspects of particular situations can provide important insights into criminal behavior. Analyzing precipitating conditions as well as immediate triggering events helps to explain—and perhaps to mitigate—particular criminal acts. Moreover, mitigating counter-narratives recognize that past experiences and present circumstances may be interconnected; that is, that social contexts are composed not just of immediate situational conditions but also of broader background experiences and expectations. Thus, situations have different psychological meaning to different people based in part on their unique past history and the particular significance that certain situations have acquired over time. Moreover, background and social history play a role in influencing the kind of circumstances and situations that people are likely to encounter later in their lives.

V. Social Historical Elements of a Crime Counter-Narrative
What about the present case? What could possibly be said about Carl Burling and what he had done that might mitigate his punishment for this seemingly inexplicable, awful crime? The mitigating counter-narrative intended to provide his jury with a more comprehensive and valid framework to understand Carl and what he had done began, as it almost always does, with an in-depth analysis of his social history. Studying the lives of capital defendants underscores the commonalities in their backgrounds and the developmental logic to serious criminal behavior that is missed by legal fictions about free and autonomous choice-making and the misleading and unsupported assertion that most crime emerges from a social historical and contextual vacuum. n35

Indeed, Carl Burling's life was sadly consistent with the social histories and life stories that mitigating counter-narratives frequently uncover. The product of an unexpected and unwanted pregnancy, Carl was born to an unmarried young mother who already had two children whom she had difficulties caring for and had to leave with relatives in another town. Carl never knew his father, who died from alcohol-related medical problems several months after he was born. He spent the first few years of his life with his mother, living in a rooming house in Walkland City. Another three children were born in rapid succession, but Carl and his siblings rarely stayed together under the same roof.

Carl's mother was an uneducated woman who, although still only in her twenties, struggled valiantly to overcome chronic poverty and simultaneously meet the daunting responsibilities of trying to care for six children. Not surprisingly, the children often found themselves living in the homes of different family members. Carl, too, bounced from one place to another during his childhood. As one relative would describe things later on, Carl "grew up here and there, nowhere in particular." The chaos and instability had long-term effects [*931] on Carl's siblings as well as him: At the time he was awaiting trial for the killing of Officer Carter, three of four brothers who had lived with Carl during his early childhood years also were serving prison terms.

Family members reported that, throughout his childhood, Carl's mother had relationships with a number of different men who were abusive to her, and some of whom physically abused Carl as he got older. The poverty-driven chaos and neglect and constant separations began to take an emotional toll on him. Probation records indicated that Carl ran away from home at one point and was placed in a juvenile shelter. Like many young people exposed to abusive and traumatic early lives, he turned to drug use as a way of dulling his emotional pain. n36 Carl reported in an interview that he began to "self medicate" in this way at age eleven and eventually acquired a serious cocaine addiction while still a teenager. School records showed that Carl did poorly in his classes, was frequently truant, and dropped out when he was seventeen. He was prideful at times and had learned to stand up for himself once, while attending a predominately white high school, he was suspended for fighting with a student who made racially disparaging remarks to him. But mostly he was confused and despondent about the chaos that his early life had brought him, and was unable to rid himself of feelings of sadness, worthlessness, and pain. While still a teenager, Carl attempted to hang himself with bed linens and was committed briefly to the state psychiatric hospital.

Once released from the hospital, Carl was essentially on his own. As a young Black man who lacked an education or marketable job skills, he faced some harsh social and economic realities. Not surprisingly, Carl lived largely at the margins of Middle State society, where unemployment rates were high and transience and criminality commonplace. He moved from one neighborhood to another, got involved in one form of petty criminal enterprise or another, and ended up, at various times, in several different Middle State prisons. All of his crimes were drug-related, a product of the sad fact that people who use drugs, as Carl did, frequently end up deeply immersed in the criminal aspects of the drug culture of which they are a part. n37 Adapting to his day-to-day life on what were often mean and dangerous streets meant there were times Carl became as fearsome as his surroundings. Indeed, he acknowledged in an interview that learning to act as tough as the people with whom he interacted and places where he lived had served him well as a young man inside the adult Middle State prison [*932] where he eventually spent much of his life. There were times in prison when Carl Burling's tough outward demeanor got him into trouble-his prison file contained a number of disciplinary infractions-and doubtless many other times that it protected him from worse things that were taking place around him.

His last prison term began about six years before the fatal encounter with Officer Carter. The only family member with whom Carl had stayed in close contact over the years was his grandmother. She was the source of his only fond childhood memories and he was grateful that she had "stuck by" him during many of the hard times he confronted later on. Carl talked to her on the phone regularly from prison, and they wrote to one another. However, just a few years into this prison term, his grandmother became ill and suddenly died. Because of his poor disciplinary record, prison authorities would not allow Carl to attend the funeral.
Soon after his grandmother's death, Carl became deeply depressed and began seeing a counselor at the Middle State prison where he was housed. Entries in his prison mental health file indicated that he cried uncontrollably to the prison therapist when he talked about how much he missed his grandmother. The therapist diagnosed Carl as suffering from major depression and placed him on psychotropic medication. Unfortunately, instead of providing him with the continuing treatment he apparently needed, prison officials then transferred him to Riverside Prison, where his therapy came to an abrupt halt. His new prison lacked specialized treatment services, and Carl struggled to find guidance and direction.

VI. Conditions of Confinement: The Immediate Context and Dynamics of Prison Life

Prison is a unique environment, one governed by its own powerful dynamics, intense pressures, and special norms. They profoundly affect the thoughts and actions of the persons who work and live there. Because prison life is "real life" for the people confined inside, long-term prisoners, especially, have no choice but to adapt to the extraordinary contingencies and powerful pressures they confront while incarcerated. Of course, some prison environments are easier to adapt to than others.

At the time of Carl Burling's transfer, Riverside Prison was tense and problem-ridden. Official records confirmed that the prison was very overcrowded, housing nearly doubled the number of prisoners it was designed to hold. It was also understaffed—on the day he was killed, Officer Carter was the only correctional officer present in a unit of approximately 140 prisoners. In addition, the racial makeup of the prison was markedly skewed: approximately two-thirds of the prisoners at Riverside were African-American while over 80% of the correctional staff was White. In addition, the prior allegations that some of the White guards who worked at Riverside might be involved in a racist organization served to increase racial tensions at the prison. Even White inmates—including one who served as Officer Carter's inmate assistant—acknowledged in interviews that there was a group of racist officers at Riverside who had "run the prison." White officers referred openly at times to Black prisoners as "niggers," and some of the officers displayed "tattoos of swastikas" and other racist insignias on their forearms. Defense investigators learned that one of the ways the racist officers commonly harassed Black prisoners was by targeting them for extra cell searches during which they "trashed" their personal property.

When Carl Burling arrived at Riverside Prison he was still psychologically fragile. Prison records showed that he was receiving anti-depressant medication, and he told people that he was struggling with sadness and instability on a daily basis. He began to reflect on the direction his life had taken and reported feeling "lost." In the midst of these difficult times, Carl was befriended by another prisoner, an openly gay inmate named Johnny Service who had also spent considerable time in prison. They grew close, first as friends and then as intimates. Here, too, the context of confinement helps to explain the nature of this kind of relationship and the importance it can assume in prison.

The crime master narrative teaches that most criminals are callously self-interested and largely incapable of developing genuinely close relationships. This is one of the essential qualities of the stereotypic "psychopathic" personality that is supposed to be responsible for much crime in our society and is presumed to predominate in prison. To outsiders, the unemotional and aloof demeanor adopted by many prison inmates serves as an apparent confirmation of this stereotypic view. In reality, however, the prison context plays a profoundly important role in shaping this behavior. Visible signs of caring, openness, and personal vulnerability are often devalued in harsh prison settings where exaggerated forms of masculinity are all prisoners have with which to protect themselves and keep others at bay. Behavior that is easily mistaken for weakness may also invite exploitation.

Inside this harsh environment, however, a number of prisoners do develop deep personal loyalties and devotion to one another. In a certain sense, the prevalence of gangs in prison can be understood in this way—that is, as an outgrowth of the human need to connect to others in the face of adversity. The fact that prison gangs often turn destructive and pervert members' loyalties to nefarious ends does not negate the initial motivation for joining. Other prisoners reach out to one another in more personal ways. In addition to the enforced and extreme sexual deprivation that prisons impose, they provide prisoners with few if any opportunities to create or maintain intimate relationships with others. Because such close bonds are relatively unusual in the harsh and impersonal prison environment, those that do occur can assume special importance. Indeed, in some cases, loving relationships may develop between long-term prisoners that take on the characteristics of a "marriage," with many of the same long-term emotional bonds and commitments implied.

This is precisely the kind of relationship that eventually developed between Carl Burling and Johnny Service. According to Carl, Service helped him find better ways of coping with the day-to-day harshness of prison life. He "tutored" Carl on ways to control his anger and showed him how to avoid conflict with other prisoners and guards. Because of
Service's friendship and guidance, Carl gradually overcame the sadness and grief with which he had struggled since his grandmother's death. His disciplinary record improved dramatically—he had once been regarded by the prison system as an escape and assault risk, but he was well-behaved now and was described by his correctional supervisors as an "excellent worker." He attributed his improved outlook and behavior to his relationship with Johnny Service, whom he credited with having helped him "find himself."

In fact, far from being troublemakers in E-Block where they were housed at Riverside Prison, Burling and Service were described as quiet and conforming. It also was clear to officers and prisoners alike that the two of them were a "couple." Although they apparently did not show affection openly or flaunt their homosexual relationship, there was no doubt among persons who knew or interacted with them that they not only lived together but also had established an intimate, committed relationship. As one prisoner put it: "Everyone on E-Block knew that Carl and Johnny were a homosexual couple. Carl was in love with Johnny. He was loyal to Johnny." Correctional officers at Riverside Prison not only knew of this relationship but, in fact, knew of other similar relationships among the prisoners. Another prisoner said that "officers were fully aware of the homosexual activity going on in E-Block and may have even condoned the activity."

For his part, Carl Burling was proud of the way he was able to take care of Johnny Service, sharing the proceeds of his meager income as an inmate worker to outfit their cell with rugs, curtains, a small television, and other items authorized in the inmate handbook. Because prisoners typically possess very little in the way of material goods, whatever possessions they do acquire can take on great significance. In the same sense, a prisoner's cell—often a tiny, cramped, physically deteriorating space not much larger than a small bathroom or [*935] king-sized bed—is the only home they have. Prisoners literally refer to their cells as their "houses" and often maintain them with the same care and pride as people on the outside invest in their homes. In fact, Burling and Service were especially proud of the way they had decorated their cell. Other prisoners and correctional officers knew about it and regarded it as something of a "show place"—one that officials and visitors were taken to see when they toured the prison. As Johnny Service boasted, "any officer that worked E-Block would tell you that we had one . . . of the cleanest rooms [there]."

Adaptations to the deprivations of prison life reflect aspects of what Philip Zimbardo and I once termed the "dynamics of desperation"—the various ways in which prisoners adjust to their extremely deprived conditions of confinement. n44 These dynamics can influence the things that prisoners care about and the lengths they will go to maintain them; they help to explain why seemingly "little things" can acquire great significance in prison. So, too, there is a special intensity to some of the dynamics of prison that is brought about by the fact that interactions and events take place within a physically small and psychologically circumscribed area from which there is literally no escape. Prisoners cannot easily leave problematic situations in which they find themselves or completely avoid contact with troublesome persons who inhabit their immediate environment. These aspects of prison life add certain dimensions to many interpersonal interactions there that are not replicated elsewhere in society. The meaning and significance of the events that occur in prison settings are magnified by this inescapable closeness, increasing the likelihood that prisoners will dwell on or ruminate over them.

Moreover, perhaps because prisoners know they cannot escape their immediate situation, they also have learned to safeguard their reputations at all costs. Insults and affronts provoke immediate and sometimes extreme reactions. Prisoners believe that, if they fail to respond forcefully when challenged in this way, then their inaction will be interpreted as an invitation to further mistreatment. Your passivity in the face of an interpersonal affront in prison may be taken as clear evidence that you are not "man enough" to handle your problems on your own. The combination of these interconnected elements of prison life means that conflicts are likely to fester and then escalate if they are not immediately resolved. Prisoners have few spaces to which they can retreat to cool down and regain their composure once a dispute has surfaced openly.

Just as with most things in prison, the stable equilibrium that Carl Burling and Johnny Service had achieved at Riverside Prison was subject to change that was beyond their control. Prisoners know that one of the risks of developing emotional attachments in prison is the fact that people and things can be taken away quickly, and for good; this is one of the reasons many of them resist [*936] connecting closely to others. n45 In Burling and Service's case, the events that eventually jeopardized their relationship began innocently enough. After years of substituting on different shifts and working in different parts of the prison, Don Carter, a veteran corrections officer at Riverside, was finally placed in charge of his own housing unit—E-Block, where Carl Burling and Johnny Service lived.

When he had served as a "fill-in" in the past, Officer Carter had developed a reputation as a very decent, mild-mannered, and even-handed staff member. However, once he took over E-Block, prisoners reported to investiga-
tors that Officer Carter quickly became confrontational and even punitive. And, for whatever reason, he singled out Burling and Service for the brunt of his harassment. No one could say for certain what motivated the change in his demeanor; his provocations may well have stemmed from inadvertence rather than ill will or prejudice. But Burling and Service certainly interpreted Officer Carter's actions as extremely hostile and highly personal.

Like all prison employees, Officer Carter was undoubtedly influenced by the powerful and pressurized prison environment where he worked. His new-found assertiveness may have been a reflection of the need to appear clearly "in charge" of what was an intrinsically unstable setting—a single correctional officer responsible for the oversight of well over a hundred men. The targeting of Black prisoners that I will describe in more detail below may have been his attempt to conform to the perversely racist ethic that had come to dominate Riverside Prison during his tenure there. That is, it may have been a way of demonstrating that he was no longer a "fill-in" officer, but rather now someone who clearly "fit in" with the power structure at the prison. His confrontational approach with the homosexual prisoners on his unit may have been, in fact, an honest reaction to a lifestyle that offended him. Or, it is entirely possible that he was privately tolerant and even supportive of them but felt compelled to make a more decisive "statement" that instead appeared to conform to the views of his colleagues.

Whatever the personal and situational pressures to which he was responding, Officer Carter's behavior on E-Block changed when he took permanent control of the unit. His on-the-job demeanor seemed at odds with the caring and devoted family man he was in civilian life, and the kind-hearted and generous friend that was described by the persons who knew him well. Obviously, the powerful context of prison changes correctional officers as well as prisoners. Guards, too, are subjected to many social psychological forces that can elicit abusive and destructive behavior from otherwise good, normal people. In any event, whatever the underlying reasons, Officer Carter's actions in E-Block appeared to be inconsistent with the way that he was initially characterized in the media accounts of his death. They also helped to explain a terrible tragedy that had originally appeared to be so "senseless."

VII. PRISON Pressures and Provocations: Micro-Aggressions and Explosive Overreactions

Problems on E-Block began almost immediately after Officer Carter took over there. As one inmate put it to investigators, although he had just gotten his regular position, Carter "tried to change the flow of things in the unit" by insisting on compliance with rules and regulations that other officers had not. Another prisoner indicated that Officer Carter immediately began "enforcing ridiculous and archaic regulations." As one of them who lived in East Block said:

"Officer Carter began causing a lot of turmoil from the minute he took over the unit. It appeared as if [he] was enjoying the confrontations with the inmates. . . . [M]any inmates began complaining among themselves of the harassment. . . . Officer Carter "tossed cells around" and liked "pushing his weight around."

Several correctional officers also told investigators that this behavior had created "a general feeling of unrest" in E-Block. One prisoner added that it seemed like "Officer Carter was repeatedly trying to look for trouble. He would look for the most trivial things to focus on and then would harass the inmate until the situation escalated into a confrontation."

Indeed, many Black prisoners identified Officer Carter as part of the racist group of officers who were notorious at Riverside Prison. Prisoners reported that Carter used racial slurs, including calling African-American prisoners "nigger." Others said that he had become arrogant and abusive, and that he clearly favored White prisoners over minorities. One said that he tried to "make life hell for the Black inmates" and another suggested that he was "particularly mean towards Black and Hispanic inmates." Even prisoners who themselves did not have problems with Officer Carter acknowledged that he did appear to treat Black prisoners worse than others.

Once he was placed in charge of E-Block, Officer Carter also became unusually focused on homosexual inmates. Prisoners reported that he began voicing homophobic sentiments, and that he went out of his way to provoke and antagonize homosexual prisoners. Shortly after he took over E-Block, Officer Carter passed out pamphlets outlining special rules he wanted enforced. The rule that there would be "no homosexuality between inmates" was one he took the trouble of highlighting in pink. Carter apparently told at least one inmate that he was in the process of moving all of the homosexuals off of E-Block.

On the other hand—and in ways that suggest more complex dynamics at work—Officer Carter appeared ambivalent at times, as if he was trying to decide how to handle what he regarded as a problematic situation in his unit. Thus, inmates reported that he also kidded that he wanted to put all of the homosexual prisoners at Riverside into his unit, and that he wanted to paint the E-Block dayroom pink. There also were accounts that Officer Carter threw rice at two homosexual inmates and acknowledged openly that he understood that they were "getting married."
If Carter was ambivalent about homosexual prisoners in general, he did not appear at all conflicted about Carl Burling and Johnny Service. Numerous witnesses reported to defense investigators and experts that the two of them were targeted for special abuse by Officer Carter shortly after he took over the shift in E-Block. Just a few weeks before their fatal encounter, for example, he stopped at their cell and told Johnny Service: "I'm here to bust your balls." He told them that he intended to move them from his unit and threatened to place them in administrative segregation if they complained to his superiors about him. One inmate reported that:

Carter made it a point to make Carl Burling's life miserable. . . . Officer Carter on many occasions [would] single out [Burling and Service] for no apparent reason. Carter would order [them] to remove things from their cell, while allowing other inmates the very same objects. Carter constantly talked down to Burling by calling him names and making disparaging remarks to him and his cellmate.

Indeed, this same inmate reported that it appeared as if "Carter was trying his hardest to antagonize Burling into doing something." In another incident, Officer Carter and a correctional sergeant ordered Carl and Johnny to remove the rugs they had from their cell, even though the inmate handbook permitted them. The sergeant was overheard saying, "this room looks like a little whore house," as he and Carter walked away laughing.

Johnny Service recalled that Officer Carter "constantly came to our cell to 'stare us down,' as if he wanted to provoke us into doing something." Other prisoners confirmed that he "trashed" their cell during repeated searches, and soiled or destroyed their personal belongings. And, in the week or two before the final confrontation, he intensified his harassment. A number of prisoners said they believed Carter was trying to provoke Carl Burling into some kind of outburst that would justify transferring him and Service out of the unit. However, for his part, Burling tried to respond to these escalating provocations by filing several official grievances in which he complained about Carter's mistreatment and asked the prison administration to put a stop to it. n47

In response to the grievances, however, Carter threatened to place Carl in disciplinary segregation. Carl was worried and he went directly to several other correctional staff members whom he knew, asking for their help to put an end to Officer Carter's harassment. As one prisoner described it:

[Carl Burling] tried his best to avoid confrontations with Officer Carter. . . . He even tried to get help from several of Officer Carter's superiors and administration officials, but no one would help him. When he complained to a [correctional captain] about Officer Carter's abuse and undue harassment, it got back to Officer Carter. I then heard Officer Carter warn Burling, "You're lucky your con (Johnny Service) is still living."

In fact, no correctional officer intervened and the harassment intensified. Two nights before the fatal incident, Officer Carter tore up their cell again. Again, Burling went to other prison staff members andasked for help to resolve the dispute. The day before the incident, at least one other inmate was present when Carl told several other correctional officers that he was very upset about the way Officer Carter seemed to be going out of his way to harass him, even though he (Burling) and Service were not bothering anyone. He asked them if they would help get Officer Carter "off his back." Remarkably, they did nothing to relieve the tension or prevent the impending confrontation.

I say "remarkably" because prisoners and guards alike generally recognize that this kind of sustained harassment is problematic and potentially dangerous. Prisoners who feel that they have no legitimate way to redress their grievances may become desperate and unpredictable. In fact, many prisoners in the Middle State prison system shared precisely these feelings. Since the mid-1990s, the office of inmate advocacy had been prevented from initiating lawsuits against the state prisons, increasing the overall sense of helplessness among the prisoners. Inmates at Riverside Prison were especially frustrated because the person in charge of investigating complaints against officers throughout the entire Middle State prison system was married to the Superintendent there. Lacking an effective grievance procedure, many Riverside prisoners reported that they felt they had only two options-to tolerate instances of mistreatment, including racial mistreatment, or as a last resort, address them on their own.

Apparently, Officer Carter was not unaware of the effect that his behavior was having on Burling and Service. The night before he was killed he told a personal friend that he was going to move Carl and Johnny the next day. He described them as a homosexual couple who "had been together for so long and no one had bothered them," and he acknowledged that they very much resented being moved. Carter even told his friend that he "expected a lot of trouble because of it." Yet he persisted.
Witnesses to the exchanges that took place on the morning of the killing reported that Officer Carter continued to taunt Carl, who in turn became visibly upset. Carl said that he felt cornered and desperate. He had become in some ways psychologically dependent on Johnny Service for his own stability and sense of purpose and direction, and he believed that the impending cell move would bring their relationship to an end. That morning, Carl became increasingly volatile and, as the prisoners who watched these events unfold recalled, he appeared to be barely in control of his feelings. Carl also was convinced that Officer Carter's actions were arbitrary and he believed they were racially motivated. He felt he had tried everything to avoid the move, and now was powerless to prevent what he dreaded most.

An inmate who witnessed the early exchanges between Officer Carter, Carl Burling, and Johnny Service that morning said that Burling "tried to comply with the order [to move] but Officer Carter kept harassing [them] by constantly walking by their cell area and yelling at them to hurry it up." One prisoner housed nearby heard Carl respond to a comment Officer Carter made to him that morning by asking: "Are you threatening me?" Another reported that he heard Officer Carter tell Carl that "both you and your homo lover are out of here!" and then, when Johnny Service approached him, saying "your homo ass is out of here!"

A number of prisoners saw Carl Burling upset, agitated, and angry. One reported that he "had rage in his eyes," while another reported that he was "obviously upset" approximately five minutes before the fatal incident with Officer Carter. An inmate who overheard him talking with Johnny Service just a few minutes before the event occurred described them as "talking loud," and "real furious, real upset about something . . ." and another described the final verbal exchange between Burling and Carter as "arguing." Finally, an inmate heard Officer Carter say to Carl: "That's right you fucking niggers, we're racists."

Prison logs indicated that less than an hour had passed between the point in time that Officer Carter informed Carl that he and Johnny Service were moving and the final encounter between them. By all accounts, the very last sequence of events transpired rapidly. Once it was clear to Carl that he and Johnny Service actually would be separated, the two began to pack their belongings. Carl Burling later told investigators that he tried to appear as calm as possible in order not to further upset or incite Service, who also seemed especially emotional and on the verge of losing control. But he was fuming at what he regarded as Officer Carter's callous treatment and taunting that morning. Finally, when he and Johnny Service had run out of containers with which to pack their belongings, Carl approached Officer Carter and asked him for some boxes. Burling said Carter looked directly in the eye and told him, "We don't get boxes for niggers."

It is impossible to account-in a precise way-for what happened next. Social history and context provide a framework for understanding a discrete sequence of actions or events. But the framework is admittedly broad, rather than a simple formula connecting a single causal influence to a specific outcome. To Carl, Officer Carter's racist remark was deeply reminiscent of past insults, delivered at earlier times in his life when he felt vulnerable and helpless. Carl had learned from the violence that he had witnessed as a young boy-and, as he got older, the aggression that he used to defend himself-to strike out when he felt he was under attack. Although he had struggled to control this learned behavior, this provocation, coming after weeks of what he perceived to be targeted mistreatment, proved to be too much. All morning, Carl seemed driven by a sense of desperation, perhaps because the one point of stability that remained in his life-Johnny Service-was being taken away, just as others about whom he cared had been. Pent up frustrations from years of living in the harsh and arbitrary world of prison-a place where he had little or no control over the things that were important to him-pushed him closer to his limits. With all of these forces at work, the word "nigger"-delivered by a White man in authority who seemed intent on mistreating him, uttered at a moment when Carl's defenses were down and his emotions were high-triggered an uncontrollable reaction. Thus, an explosive mix of powerful factors and influences inside the pressurized context of prison, ignited by a thoughtless remark, brought about a terrible tragedy.

Carl became enraged. Unable to think clearly, he started to walk away. He reported later that, as he left Officer Carter, a rush of anger welled up in him, overwhelming his reason and self-control. Rather than returning to his cell, he headed instead in the direction of the outdoor courtyard area in the center of E-Block, where he knew a knife was buried. Carl would later acknowledge to investigators that he did not think about the consequences of what he was doing, or reflect on the right or wrong of it. He said he reacted only to the rage that he felt. Indeed, he gave no thought to the potentially deadly consequences of the act he was about to take, or the fact that he would permanently forfeit his liberty and perhaps his own life as a result. After he got the knife he returned to the control room where Officer Carter was still standing. Carl walked directly to Officer Carter, who had turned away from him. In plain view of numerous witnesses, he stabbed the officer-just one time-in the back. Mortally wounded, Officer Carter stumbled out of the E-Block entranceway and collapsed. Despite the efforts of a medical emergency team, he died a short time later.
Carl Burling made no attempt to avoid apprehension or escape punishment. After the fatal attack, he threw the knife out into the courtyard and went back to his cell, where he waited for the correctional officers to come for him. As the officers put him in handcuffs and leg restraints and removed him from his cell, Carl he did not deny responsibility for what he had done. He mumbled instead that he had repeatedly asked for help and requested that prison authorities intervene. Carl offered no resistance as he was taken away and placed in isolation. n48

VIII. Trial Postscript: Social History and Context Matter

As I noted earlier, the media rarely surface let alone meaningfully analyze social historical and contextual influences on criminal behavior. As in the Burling case, most crimes appear to be "solved" in their very early stages, and the news media have little incentive to pursue them further. Coverage is concentrated on the narrow frame of the crime itself—what happened but rarely why—and the public is deprived of access to a more comprehensive set of facts that would complicate, counterbalance, or outright contradict the crime master narrative. n49 Like citizens in general, potential jurors approach pending criminal trials with little more than the crime master narrative on which to rely. Unless they are disabused of the simplistic and often inaccurate premises to which they have been repeatedly exposed, they are likely to render the most severe judgments possible against defendants whom they regard as having freely chosen to commit the worst possible crimes.

In Carl Burling's case, in fact, the media not only failed to do much in-depth reporting of their own, even as his capital murder trial approached, but also scarcely reported the details of the explanatory, mitigating counter-narrative that began to emerge in the preliminary court proceedings or in the course of the trial itself. In a typical criminal case, as I noted earlier, Burling's trial court would have been precluded from considering his social history and learning about its role in shaping his life course and character. In many such cases, testimony about the influence of the powerful social context of prison or the way in which immediate prison-related events helped to precipitate the violent encounter for which he was being tried might have been greatly restricted or perhaps excluded altogether.

Yet, in part because this was a death penalty case, and because Carl had the good fortune to be represented by two remarkably committed and talented attorneys and several equally skilled investigators, this information was fully developed, carefully analyzed, and attached to compelling legal arguments that established its relevance to both the guilt and penalty phases of his capital trial. In a courtroom ringed with a security detail of uniformed, often glowering correctional officers who were assigned from the very prison where the tragic crime had occurred—and at which the critical testimony about racist guard behavior was directed—numerous witnesses testified in detail about the facts and circumstances of Carl's life as well as the events that led up to and appeared to immediately precipitate Officer Carter's tragic death. Indeed, the jurors who were impaneled to decide Carl Burling's fate heard essentially the same story that I have recounted here.

As a result, the group of death-qualified Middle State jurors—who had all expressed a willingness to return a death verdict in any case where they thought it was warranted—used this information as the basis on which to sentence Carl Burling to life in prison instead. The jury unanimously agreed on two "mitigating circumstances" that were taken directly from the detailed counter-narrative that was presented at the trial, and cited these circumstances explicitly as justification for their verdict. Specifically, the jurors found that "the Riverside Prison administration permitted and fostered an environment in which racism flourished," and that the same administration did not properly respond to Carl Burling's complaints "so as to minimize or eliminate the anger and frustrations which caused him to commit the offense."

Not surprisingly, members of the surrounding community were outraged. They had long embraced the only version of these events that the media had given them—a variation of the crime master narrative that had portrayed the death of Officer Carter as having occurred without any context or explanation beyond the alleged evil of the perpetrator, in a case that lacked any conceivable mitigating circumstances. Because they had no access to a more comprehensive and valid narrative, community members had no framework for understanding the jury's decision to give Burling a life rather than death sentence. Ironically, much like the original crime, the verdict itself was portrayed as shocking and inexplicable—one that came about with "no rhyme or reason."

In a certain sense, the community's reaction to the jury verdict in the Burling case also can be seen as part of a larger, ongoing debate over how our society understands the real causes of crime, including prison violence. Here, too, just as in that larger debate, a politics-laden crime master narrative—one in which the presumably evil predispositions of the perpetrator are all that citizens have been led to believe should matter—continued to be defended in the community, de-
spite a wealth of seemingly inconsistent facts and a jury verdict to the contrary. Because master narratives are given so much conferred legitimacy, repeated so often and typically without question, they become deeply ingrained to readily relinquish. The crime master narrative is sturdy and persistent, and can be remarkably resistant to contradictory information.

Thus, in the aftermath of the verdict in the Burling case, newspaper editors condemned the outcome, expressing dismay that the guards at Riverside had been "the ones on trial" for merely doing their job, that the verdict itself represented a "staggering blow" to them, and that-despite the jury's life verdict "[t]his was a clear-cut death penalty case." The correctional officers' association also took out a full-page advertisement praising the character of the slain officer, calling the trial testimony "slandereous," and characterizing the verdict "a travesty of justice." Long after the case was decided, Carl Burling was included in a newspaper article about the worst "bad guys" and "meanest prisoners" in the Middle State prison system.

IX. Conclusion

Although some aspects of the Burling case were unusual and not easily generalized, its basic lessons remain broadly applicable. The development of a valid and effective mitigating counter-narrative requires the careful investigation of every seemingly relevant aspect of a capital defendant's background and [*944] social history as well as the particular circumstances that may help to explain his behavior. In a sense, of course, every case ends up being unusual or unique once its individual facts are fully developed and the underlying story compellingly told. On the other hand, absent the sustained effort needed to find, structure, and present a more comprehensive, fact-based, and scientifically-supported account, criminal violence is likely to be depicted in the media and very often in the courtroom-as one more example of the crime master narrative at work. Just as in the public account of the Burling case, the behavior in question is likely to be characterized as utterly senseless, engaged in "with no rhyme or reason" save the depravity of the perpetrator. Especially when the violence occurs in prison, its larger context is likely to remain hidden.

Thus, even though the particulars vary from case to case, there are many common elements to prison violence that must be systematically analyzed in order to fully understand and explain it. For one, prisoners themselves typically share a powerful set of social historical risk factors that help to account for their sometimes lengthy incarceration histories. Moreover, as the Burling case also illustrated, violence in prison is often situated in a complicated multi-level context. For example, the entire prison system may be plagued with a set of structural problems that contribute to a generally troubled atmosphere or widespread systemic dysfunction. The individual prison where the crime occurred may be in the throes of an unusually tense or conflict-ridden period, or it may be especially badly run. Given the heightened level of surveillance and control that characterizes prison settings, serious violence is unlikely to occur in a correctional environment that is functioning as it should. However, even chronically problematic conditions and dysfunctional prison dynamics do not usually lead to such extreme outcomes absent an idiosyncratic, unpredictable, or especially unfortunate sequence of events-one that may include micro-aggressions or some other immediate and explosive set of precipitants. Obviously, none of these things can be probed and examined until the factual details are unearthed and the hidden context made explicit. As always, the multiple layers of analysis that follow will form the explanatory context for the crime, offered not to excuse but to understand its origins.

Despite the widespread empirical support that exists for this more comprehensive and nuanced perspective on criminality, the barriers that prevent it from gaining broad popular acceptance remain substantial. As I have tried to show, the process of educating the public at large about the role of social historical factors and circumstances in crime causation is impeded by the incomplete, one-sided, and often sensationalized accounts of crime that are so pervasive in the media. More complex and factually-based accounts of the origins of criminal behavior are often belittled as excuse-making and even portrayed as part of a false antinomy that somehow dishonors crime victims. Yet one important way to honor the memory of victims like Officer Carter is to effectively ensure that there are fewer such victims in the future. This, in turn, would require acknowledging the real causes of crime and addressing them [*945] preventively and preemptively, before they can bring about their criminogenic effects. n50

For example, the substantial resources that were spent increasing the size of the Middle State prison system in the decades before this crime occurred might have been devoted instead to social programs in urban neighborhoods like the ones in which Carl Burling grew up. The best time to address the problems from which Carl later suffered was at earlier stages in his life, before the childhood traumas and chronic instability to which he was subjected had consigned him and many other poor minority youth to the social and economic margins of the larger society. In this way, Carl's history of repeated incarceration would be viewed as a symptom of a failing system-one that delivered too little help, far too late to truly matter-rather than an unmistakable sign of his fundamentally irredeemable character.
Similarly, some of the resources spent purchasing sophisticated surveillance devices, security-related hardware, and tactical weapons for “special operations groups” inside Middle State prisons might have been diverted for use in establishing effective drug treatment, counseling, educational, vocational, and other programs to maximize the chances that someone like Carl would successfully reenter free society after earlier prison terms. These kind of program-rich and reentry-oriented correctional environments have the potential to reduce recidivism and, in the long run, to shrink the size of perpetually overcrowded and understaffed prison systems. n51 Instead of merely investing in equipment designed to suppress violence or to protect against it once it inevitably broke out, the prison system might also have hired more staff members who were ready and able to provide effective programming for prisoners and required its guards to receive more adequate and racially sensitive training-preventive approaches that would lessen the need for reactive and repressive security and control-oriented measures. It also might have more effectively overseen and sanctioned officers whose behavior was likely to increase tensions and provoke conflicts in the already very stressful context of prison.

The implementation of these and related solutions would require a truly fundamental shift in public understanding of the nature of violent crime that occurs both inside prison and in society at large. It would necessitate, at least, a more critical analysis of and valid alternatives to the crime master narrative being interposed in the media as well as in policy-oriented debates and decision-making. At the same time, of course, the now well-established use of these more valid, nuanced, psychologically-sophisticated mitigating counter-narratives in capital cases must continue. Ironically, the only places where such comprehensive and sophisticated counter-narratives are regularly presented to members of the public is before juries like Carl Burling’s, which continue to demonstrate how relevant and persuasive they regard them.
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